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I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s computing environments do not provide support
for seamless user mobility. We argue that the support for
user mobility between various computing environments can
be improved and present our initial steps in this direction. We
are adddressing a scenario where a user can migrate his work
environment without interruption across various computers.
Migrating a user’s computing environment packed as a virtual
machine capsule has been recognized as a way to support
seamless user mobility [7], [8]. The capsule can be suspended
during a user’s commute and resumed at the destination allowing the user to continue his work from where he left off. Our
approach is new because we are using live migration [3] for the
same purpose, allowing the user to continue his work without
suspending the virtual machine during the commute. This
has the advantage that network connectivity is not restarted,
rather it is migrated with unnoticeable downtime to the new
destination. Also, batch jobs such as updating the operating
system with the latest security patches or a lengthy download
can be performed during the commutes. Our approach has the
advantage of running at near native performance and has no
residual dependencies to the originating site.
In order to realize this scenario a few challenges have to be
addressed. Firstly, memory live migration has to be optimized
for low bandwidth commodity links such as DSL. Secondly,
live migration of virtual machines currently works only with
Network Attached Storage (NAS) [3], [5]. Remote storage
devices are accessed over the network so that live migration
is a straightforward consequence of migrating the network
stack. However, to achieve near native performance in a wide
area scenario where NAS and distributed file systems are
unlikely to be deployed, the storage has to be accessed locally.
Therefore, a solution to the problem of mirroring Virtual Block
Devices (VBDs) during migration is necessary. Thirdly, we
must address provisioning for a bi-directional trust relation
between the migrating host and the migration destination.
II. V IRTUAL B LOCK D EVICE M IGRATION
We have developed and evaluated a prototype for Xen [2]
live migration without NAS. Virtual block devices are live
migrated with the aid of DRBD [6], a popular cluster disk
mirroring software.
Our prototype extends Xen live migration with an XMLRPC client and daemon that handle VBD migration through
a set of commands issued to the DRBD replicated devices.
Live migration commands from Xen’s privileged domains are
intercepted and signal the destination to start the resynchronization process which copies to the destination the outdated
blocks. Once the replicas are up to date, DRBD mirrors writes
to the two virtual block devices synchronously meaning that
at any moment the drives are up to date. From this moment
on, the last stage of memory migration can start and the
user’s virtual machine can be resumed at the new site. At this
point, the two replicas can be detached, leaving no residual
dependencies to the originating site. Our prototype shows
that live VBD migration is feasible and does not significantly
impact migration time and downtime.
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This solution works very well in a well-connected cluster.
However, our performance evaluation showed a significant decrease in I/O performance during migration even for 100Mbps
links due to the fact that writing to the two disks is done
synchronously. Another shortcoming is that only two peers are
supported. Supporting multiple peers and asynchronous disk
writes during migration is the subject of future work.
III. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have developed a prototype for Xen live migration without NAS. This is the first step towards the goal of using virtual
machine live migration as a general-purpose mobility solution.
We are also working on a P2P based VBD live migration tool
which will be more suitable for our low bandwidth network
links scenario. We are aware that a parallel effort [4], which
is addressing a different scenario, reported success in live
migrating local VBDs using a simple P2P protocol without
focusing on the performance of VBD live migration. We plan
to develop a performance enhanced design for our scenario and
use a Bittorrent P2P protocol for efficiently mirroring VBD
chunks during live migration. We shall perform a comparative
study between our DRBD and P2P based solutions as well
as quantify the impact of network parameters on Xen live
migration without NAS.
Migrating a user’s environment on top of an untrusted
platform poses serious security and integrity risks. In order to
provide the means for the hypervisor and the migrating virtual
machine to establish a mutual trust relation before migration,
we are investigating how to integrate Intel Trusted Execution
Technology [1] into our design.
A PPENDIX
P OSTER C ONTENT S UMMARY
The poster will include an outline architecture diagram of
our solution, a pictorial representation of the example scenario
that motivates this work and a table of initial performance
measurements. Key features of this and related projects will be
presented alongside brief notes about the technical challenges
that have been overcome and those that remain to be solved.
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